QUALTRICS LUNCH & LEARN

A Data Collection and Analysis Software Workshop for Survey Research

LEARN HOW TO:

- Navigate the Software
- Use It for Research or Classroom Projects
- Export Data to SPSS and Excel
- Compare to Other Data Collection Software
- Build a Prototype Project Using Your Laptop or Device

AUGUST 4
12:00-1:30PM
COE 202A

https://tinyurl.com/qualtricslunch
MTSU Students: please take this lame-ass survey that I have to do for this bullshit class. It is about the Nashville bus system's service to campus.

https://mtsu.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_4T0gIcKw7iCG6kB... See More
QUALTRICS LUNCH & LEARN

APRIL 4
12:00-1:30PM
COE 202A

A Data Collection and Analysis Software Workshop for Survey Research

LEARN HOW TO:

• Navigate the Software
• Use It for Research or Classroom Projects
• Export Data to SPSS and Excel
• Compare to Other Data Collection Software
• Build a Prototype Project Using Your Laptop or Device

https://tinyurl.com/qualtricslunch

LANDO CARTER
KEVIN KRAHENBUHL
Q25 - When it comes to 'truth', it is important that educational institutions make it of the highest importance that their students understand reflects what...

Q26 - When you think of your students, how would you rank the following priorities in terms of most important outcome to least important outcome for your insit...

Equip student with skills for their future career (e.g. a student leaving your institution would be better prepared for the jobs of tomorrow)

Equip student with skills for participating in representative democracy (e.g. an American student would know Constitutional rights and civic responsibilities and would apply them in their life)

3.03

4.56

Equip student with a rich knowledge-base of significant cultural events, figures, and ideas (e.g. an American student would have a knowledge of important events and people of Western Civilization & America's past)

Develop a respect for cultural/ethnic diversity (e.g. aware of and respectful towards all diverse cultures/ethnic groups)

5.29

6.03

Develop a passion for truth (e.g. value truth as a good in of itself)

Develop a commitment to social justice (e.g. feel a responsibility to advocate for social justice-related issues)
Qualtrics Workshop Goals:

- Compare Qualtrics to other Data Collection Software
- Learn to Navigate the Software
- Explore Uses for Research or Classroom Projects
- Export Data to SPSS and Excel
- Build a Prototype Project Using Your Laptop or Device
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